[The combined activities of the temporal cortical area and hippocampus in man during the localization of a moving sound image].
In patients with epileptic lesions in the cortex and mediobasal structures of the brain, studies have been made on the perception of spatial position of sound images during dichotic stimulation. It was established that the extreme interval which is necessary for formation of sensation of the moving sound image increases during right-side lesions of the temporal cortex. During left-side lesion of the temporal lobe, more diffuse disturbances in the trajectory of image movement (from the right and left) are observed, whereas right-side lesions result in disturbances of movement only at the opposite side of the latter. Cortical lesions and those in the mediobasal parts of the temporal lobe are accompanied by identical gradient of disturbances in the trajectory of sound image movement and short-term imprinting of succession of signals which differ with respect to their spatial position. Maximum disturbances are observed during lesions in the cortical and mediobasal parts of the temporal lobe, whereas only cortical lesions or only hippocampal lesions result in less significant disturbances. It is suggested that combined activity of the auditory cortex and hippocamp is necessary for localization of a sound source.